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The Frienmen

Ten Years Ago This Year

Ten Years Ago This Year, Trinity defeated Mass. Ags. in football, 35 to 6. No one had more than five yards rushing, and three fumbles were dropped for lack of facilities.

Young Men of Today

Basketball permanently is a sport for the young men. If games are to be played, they must be kept up. The student, though, does not have to be a basketball player, but he must have the determination that he will take a part in the activities of Trinity.

The Fresmen

The last four entering classes at Trinity have been allowed, as Fresmen, in campus phrasingology, "to get away with murder." The freshman rules and regulations are few, and freshmen do not have to conform with the determination that he will take a part in the activities of Trinity.

The Hill

questions dealing with the ideals of American society than wholesome sport. It is purely a materialistic concern.

Bishop Brent said that the need of today is for men who are fearless and daring, who will not be afraid to lead men, who are not afraid to be leaders, who are not afraid to be leaders, who are not afraid to be leaders. If they are leaders, the world will be the better for it.

The Bishop concluded by stating that "the best way to lead a team standing with its back to a wall and its position will only be altered by the determination of the man who is at the front of the team."
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THE W. G. SIMMONS CORP.
Exclusive Agents for
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48 to 50 Pratt St., Hartford.

J. FRED BITZER, JR.
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INFORMATION FOR FRESHMEN.
It's the Style to go to MARCH'S BARBER SHOP.
Room 1, Conn. Mutual Building.

Manicure by Lady Attendat.

CALHOUN SHOW PRINT POSTERS PLACARDS.
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Also CALHOUN PRESS-PRINT POSTERS.
356 Asylum Street, Hartford.
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The Tripod

REVIEW OF SEASON.
(Continued from page 1.)

In the second, the Tide turned against us, and both played well, old and outplayed, suddenly transformed into great players, and the former Jersalmen heroes who pushed the heavier New York team all over Ohio Field, were turned out once more, but their loss was not as great as one might have supposed. Both 新手 Zero and Trinity fans realized that the game was fairly played at its best. Both teams were well matched and played the game to the best of their abilities.

In the third, the Tide turned again, and outplayed, suddenly transformed into great players, and the former Jersalmen heroes who pushed the heavier New York team all over Ohio Field, were turned out once more, but their loss was not as great as one might have supposed. Both 新手 Zero and Trinity fans realized that the game was fairly played at its best. Both teams were well matched and played the game to the best of their abilities.

In the fourth, the Tide turned again, and outplayed, suddenly transformed into great players, and the former Jersalmen heroes who pushed the heavier New York team all over Ohio Field, were turned out once more, but their loss was not as great as one might have supposed. Both 新手 Zero and Trinity fans realized that the game was fairly played at its best. Both teams were well matched and played the game to the best of their abilities.

Newcomer to the team this year, although somewhat of a disappointment in games won, has nevertheless served its purpose that of developing men for the following years.

The first game of the season with Kent School was the first time the Tide have played at the way of championship football. The only redeeming feature of the contest was the manner in which the Tide played, and the result was more or less of a tossup. The Tide were very much improved over its pre­ former Jersalmen heroes who pushed the heavier New York team all over Ohio Field, were turned out once more, but their loss was not as great as one might have supposed. Both 新手 Zero and Trinity fans realized that the game was fairly played at its best. Both teams were well matched and played the game to the best of their abilities.

In the fourth, the Tide turned again, and outplayed, suddenly transformed into great players, and the former Jersalmen heroes who pushed the heavier New York team all over Ohio Field, were turned out once more, but their loss was not as great as one might have supposed. Both 新手 Zero and Trinity fans realized that the game was fairly played at its best. Both teams were well matched and played the game to the best of their abilities.
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...
China and Russia face the same problems in the Far East and it is possible that the same solution will do for both of them in the opinion of Baron Sergius A. Korff, former governor general of Finland, who spoke at Trinity on "Russia in the Far East," in the course of public lectures being given in the Far East this year under the auspices of the Political Science Club. "China and Russia are the centers of the troubles in the Far East. Both countries are more or less the same and both may perhaps yield to the same solution. The Chinese situation, however, is well known, while Russia is left entirely. One common misconception is in regard to Siberia. There is a very large proportion of the population which has emigrated from Russia in much the same way that the American emigrants went westward, as well as the exits of the country. In the western part of the country, the population is mostly peasant and the chief occupation is agriculture. This is one of the finest wheat lands in the world. In the eastern part the people are engaged in commerce and mining and are more progressive. Siberia is one hundred per cent, Russian and does not want independence. The Far Eastern republic is a well organized and crystallized government now, with only a nominal central from Moscow. If Russia ever becomes federated, as some of us hope, this country will probably get statehood. "Japan wanted a European ally, and first approached Russia. Russia refused, not wishing to treat Japan as a possible equal. Japan next tried Germany, and was rebuffed there so that Great Britain alone remained and here the Japanese were met more than half way. Germany played a game that was devilishly clever. She wanted to get Russia entangled in the Far East, but meantime keeping her own hands free. "Japan went into Siberia in 1918 and penetrated as far as the center of the country along the line of the Trans Siberian railroad. Russia has since been easing them out, as the climate makes it impossible for the Japanese to thrive and they cannot compete with the nation in commerce. There are now almost no Japanese in the interior, and Japan, not over crowded with people, otherwise would have been an outward push and the Japanese would have emigrated into Southern Manchuria and Siberia, where the climate is propitious for them. What Japan wants is commercial expansion." Although Japan has been forced out of Manchuria, she still has the coast. Japan held close the door to North China and no one may go in or out without her consent. By controlling the north, she controls Northern Manchuria and east Shanghai. She may even be willing to give up Shantung in order to retain her holding the north. Strategically, she has the Inland Sea so fortified that she can control the eastern coast. Besides this she has the commercial barrier of her control of the coastal sections of the open door question in China cannot be considered without Russia being taken into consideration and the Russian question cannot be settled without considering China. Japan is very sensitive moral forces, and I believe that more can be accomplished by bringing moral pressure to bear on Japan than could be secured by force."

Ambassador John W. Biddle introduced Baron Korff at the lecture. Last Wednesday evening Baron Korff was present at a joint meeting of History VIII and History I and answered questions on Russia and the Far East. He left Wednesday night for Montreal.

TEA AND RECEPTION.

The Political Science Club entertained with tea and reception in honor of Baron Sergius A. Korff, at St. Anthony Hall, on Tuesday afternoon, November 22. The tea was given to afford an opportunity for prominent political and social residents of the vicinity of Hartford to meet the Baron informally, which was impossible at his lecture in Alumni Hall. 

Assisting Baron Korff in receiving were President Outhly, Mrs. C. C. F. Robinson, Mrs. Benjamin Knowler, and Mrs. Edward F. Humphreys. Mrs. Romens P. Ogilvy, Mrs. Robert A. Wadsworth, and Mrs. Thomas Chapman poured.

Among those present were: Governor and Mrs. Everett J. Lake, Ambassador and Mrs. J. W. Biddle, Admiral Harry S. Knapp, Miss Mary C. Knapp, Mrs. and Mr. Hinee Ferris, Max, Mr. and Mrs. Robert P. Butler, Professor John James McCook, Professor and Mrs. H. M. Delaurentis, Professor and Mrs. Gustaves A. Klione, Mr. and Mrs. George Gilman, Miss Mary Bulley, Mr. and Mrs. Walter S. Schutz, Mr. and Mrs. Harvard Pond, Mrs. Francis L. C. Kitchelt, Professor and Mrs. Leroy C. Barret, Mr. and Mrs. J. L. English, Professor Edward F. Humphreys, Miss Harriet O. Enders, Miss Marjorie Sylva Lake, Miss Elizabeth Glazier, and Miss Katherine Rehm.

DISTRICT STANDING.

Below is the standing of the various districts in the Centennial Division, the districts being ranked in accordance with the percentage of their quota which they have subscribed. In Texas, so far in the district to exceed its quota.

1. Texas
2. Philadelphia
3. Pennsylvania outside of Philadelphia
4. Buffalo and Western New York
5. Rhode Island
6. District of Columbia
8. Michigan and Detroit
9. Eastern Massachusetts and Boston
10. Western Massachusetts and Northern New York
11. Wisconsin
12. Maryland
13. Missouri, Kansas and Nebraska
14. Southern California
15. Washington and Oregon
16. Illinois
17. Alabama
18. California
19. Minnesota
20. Florida
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